Spring 2022 - Classrooms Reserved for Remote Use

We have reserved rooms at the Law School for students to use if they don't have sufficient time to travel from home to school (or vice versa) in between a remote class and an on-site class the same day. These rooms will remain the same throughout the semester.

Business Organizations (Prof. Henkel): Rm. C40
Chicago IP Colloquium: Rm. C20
Commercial Law: Secured Transactions (Prof. Spak): Rm. 704
Employment Relationships (day section) (Prof. R. Gonzalez): Rm. C40
Family Law (Prof. Johnson): Rm. C50
Judicial Externship (Prof. Gross): Rm. 345
Legal Externship (Prof. Gross’s students): Rm. C40
Legal Writing 3 (Prof. Nawrocki): Rm. C35
Mediation (Profs. Levitz & Nathanson): Rm. C50
Negotiations (Prof. E. Brown): Rm. C50
Personal Income Tax (Prof. Goldsher): Rm. 704
Professional Responsibility: Business Ethics (Prof. Robbins); Rm. C50
Remedies (Prof. Keller): Rm. C40
Securities Regulations (Prof. Shulman): Rm. 520
Semester Law Firm Associate Program (Prof. Gross): Rm. 355
Trademarks & Unfair Competition (Tues. night session) (Prof. Rimovsk): Rm. 345

*date: 1/23/22*